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 (pick your assistance work as specified in the Weak Point index) 4. What is 10/20/Life?
10-and-20 weeks at a time, for life of positive momentum in teaching and in LIFE. Determine
your weak points in the main lifts. Many recreational lifters make use of the protocols in this
book to have a better program in the gym, without programs to ever compete. However,
many competitive lifters from Beginner to Pro use this approach with great success! (3
different) 2. We begin with a thorough examination of your weak points because that’s how
quality coaching works. 20 YEARS OF RESEARCH AND TRIALS distilled into a program it is
possible to use! This sounds simple, but it’s something most people don’t even consider,
much less put into practice. From there, the 10/20/Life system takes you through the very
best injury-preventative warm-up in the industry, followed by a comprehensive layout of
training cues for every individual lift. This reserve includes a comprehensive WEAK POINT
CHART and WARM-UP INDEX that educate you on how to assess your very own teaching and
PRESCRIBE THE EXERCISES YOU NEED. (this all depends on where you are in your phase of
training) Just a few of the sizable additions to the “second edition” physical duplicate: • New
chapter “Deload” • New chapter “Establishing a baseline” • New chapter “Speed function”
Additional updated features include: • A reintroduction of the 10/20/Life philosophy and
upgrade with AMAZING testimonials – male and female, raw and equipped.” Figure out how to
be your personal coach, strike your weaknesses and start using a proven philosophy that is
clearly a guide to long term success. From start to surface finish, you’ll learn what things to
look for and what to do, and you’ll learn the reasoning behind all of it. The idea would be to
show you what to system, and when, based on your weaknesses in the squat, bench press,
and deadlift. The plan can be an easy five-step procedure: 1. (use the coaching guide to
improve form) 3. From The Author, Brian Carroll: "With 10/20/Life, my objective would be to
teach you to have the results you desire by coaching yourself—the same way a superior coach
would take you via an individualized system in a great gym. This philosophy is definitely a life-
long approach for just about any degree of lifter or athlete. Choose your schedule. Utilize the
Weak Point and Assistance Workout indexes to custom design your own
program.10/20/Lifestyle Second Edition If you want Starting Strength or 5/3/1, you're going
to LOVE 10/20/Lifestyle! Follow the warm-up process listed. (4 parts, a breeze and custom
made) 5. Determine your level of readiness, then train according to the system’s RPE arrange
for that day time or if you’re in precontest, you go off of percentages. By enough time you’re
completed working your way through these materials, you’ll be able to coach yourself, and
others, just like a pro. • The 5 primary principles of 10/20/Life • How can you gain a mental
advantage? Tips to achieve this • What 10/20/Life is NOT – placing to rest speculation • RPE – a
different approach • Nutrition – a nearer look with detail • Training cues updated and extended •
Weak spot index updated and extended • Combo day time updated and altered • Step-by-
step set-up and the pro’s and con’s of a “wide foundation bench” vs the “traditional tucked”
approach • New offseason teaching split “Jumbo Day time” for those with small to no time to
train or those who can’t recover between periods with a typical split or even the “combo day” •
All new pictures and charts through the entire entire book • Percentages for pre-contest
modified and addressed with recommendations • Many new exercise and section “breakouts”



for explanations of movement, a significant note, or just a summary of the section • FAQ
section with 15 of the most commonly asked questions. Therefore much more!
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Excellent. Simple. Principled. This is an excellent book on the principles of training. It is
obviously targeted towards those that enjoy powerlifting, however the principles are relevant
for anybody involved in any type of athletic pursuit. Brian lays out simple, yet very effective
concepts that anyone may apply in the gym. Rally enjoyed this publication and look ahead to
prepping for my following meet! Good solid easy read full of information.Overall, that is
among the best training books I’ve read.2. Brian certainly has already reached the pinnacle of
his sport so it’s amazing to learn from anyone who has been to the very best. Pure gold I
purchased the first edition nearly 2 years ago, at that time I injured my back and I was at my all
time fattest, what We learn in that publication led me to more pleasurable, productive and
balanced 2 years of progress, shedding 40+ pounds of body weight and getting 80+ pounds on
my total, with this second edition, Mr. Having been to the top and bottom level of his sport
makes the reserve relatable to us mere mortals. Brian isn't just some elitist condescendingly
shouting his unrealistic dogmas (though Brian is an elite powerlifter) and advanced
suggestions to the masses. He writes with the intent to help everyone along the teaching
spectrum, from beginners to seasoned veterans. Anyone that can browse the English
language can understand these principles and learn how to apply them to their specific
schooling goals.3.. This publication is not fancy. It is not flashy. It is straight-forward, basic, and
gets the job done. Obviously powerlifting is certainly judged by the natural amount of excess
weight lifted, but seldom if ever should an exercise day be an all-out, nose-bleed and
blackout inducing psychedelic knowledge. Train with the correct intensity at the appropriate
times and recover. There is extensive material and guidance on attacking disadvantages in
each one of the big 3 lifts. Then your guidelines in 10/20/Existence got me back again to
being the strongest I’ve ever been. From volume and intensity, to nutritional factors, to
warming up… Applying these principles will get you stronger while maintaining your health.
Want to get more powerful and stay healthy? Train hard, and choose the big weights if you
are planned to peak. The nice thing is definitely every chapter on these topics provides easy
to implement suggestions and strategies which will enhance the quality of your teaching and
health. Great book, reminds me that science may tell you . This can help cut through all the
training confusion out there and get you back to the items that have been proven to work
through the years. But he in addition has handled debilitating injuries that almost cut his career
brief. Carroll upgrade all the information and much more of what you can expect, it really is
pure gold for any dedicated lifter and it'll show you lessons that you can only learn with
knowledge and time beneath the bar.This is not a book on fitness or even to lose weight or
just to get stronger, this is a book that it will teach the correct way to lift also to continue doing
it for a long time. I bought this book in March and i really like it- I've followed Brian's lifting
career for a long ... I bought this book in March and i must say i love it- I've followed Brian's
lifting career for a long time and always admired his accomplishments- he sets everything
together in this book and it's really great/ i would highly recommend this to anyone that is
clearly a beginner to an advanced powerlifter. Also would recommend for anybody that wants
development to get stronger Principles for everyone in the gym!A few of the positives about
this book:1. His work with Dr. Stuart McGill helped me do my own rehab for sciatica. Which
book does an excellent job detailing how to do this. I’m a bodybuilder, but I still apply Brian’s
mentality to my training! It's a good read and clear to see I purchased this book recently. Great
plan with very clear details Very good book with clear concise details and genuine pre-hab
plan. I've not implemented it however, but am planning to utilize it on my next training block.
He addresses an array of topics including periodization, deloading, warm-up, nourishment,



technique, and the mental method of training. Useful Thought the publication was organized
somewhat poorly, but I acknowledge that simply because a beginning powerlifter maybe it's
just me personally! I recommend it to anyone who is a coach, or even to sportsmen who are
training themselves.. Brian is normally a no-nonsense type of guy. Great book, reminds me
that science can tell you how to teach but experience and wisdom educate you on how to
train Awesome book. I thought the most helpful area of the publication was the cues/form
tips. Explains from the ground up. Very useful on how best to be patient and to stay injury free.
It's an excellent read and clear to see. Awesome book Changed my outlook upon training
designed for the better. Excellent guide for any lifter This book is great for anyone trying to
really buckle down and get seriously interested in powerlifting. That’s the jist of it. Brian lays
everything out with simplicity. Very great read for better focusing on how and why you need
to have a plan when looking to get stronger for the long run. Clarifies everything from the
bottom up Awesome book. Five Stars Great insight about powerlifting and several aspects of
it.
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